
27 February 2015 

Dear                                   , 

 

Thank you for taking the time to write to us. Like you we are very frustrated that we get very little information 

regarding TTIP. 

 

The trade agreement is being negotiated by the unelected EU Trade Commissioner behind closed doors - all our 

MEPs can do at the moment is sit and wait until the final agreement is forwarded to the EU "parliament" and then 

say yes or no to it.  Astonishingly, MEPs have no power to make amendments to any agreement the EU makes on 

international trade, nor does our elected UK government. 

 

The EU Commission is the only body that can; initiate new EU laws, begin repeal of or start any amendment to EU 

laws, or negotiate trade agreements.  The EU Commissioners are not elected, but appointed.  MPs and MEPs have no 

binding way to force the Commission to do anything it doesn't want to do.  So, when an EU law passes there is 

nothing a voter can do to change it.  In a normal democracy, if you don't like a law or a set of politicians, every 5 

years or so everyone gets to vote for someone else who can change the law. This doesn't happen in the EU because 

the elected MEPs don't have those powers. 

 

We share the reservations you point to regarding TTIP: it is almost inevitable that such ill-thought-out rules will be 

created when the people negotiating them are not accountable to the voters. 

By being in the EU we have given away the right to negotiate our own trade deals on terms that would be beneficial 

to the UK. Even at the World Trade Organisation the EU takes our seat when the international negotiations occur - 

the UK is effectively banned from even being in the room.  The only solution of course is to leave the EU and bring 

back democratic accountability to law making and trade deals - only UKIP campaigns for this. 

 

UKIP is in favour of free trade, but we are opposed to the undemocratic Commission negotiating on our behalf. Of 

course we look at each trade deal on case by case basis, so if this one is not in the UK's interest, we will have no 

reservation in voting against. However we have yet to receive even the draft agreement (let alone the final 

agreement), in the meantime we share your concerns. 

TTIP is discussed by Louise Bours at our recent party conference which you can see here... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mag2AXT3xyI&list=UUPrq5jU7ne6Ap95ctDYryfw  

and by our International Trade Spokesman, William Dartmouth here... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtbK8mlRYAM&list=PLqdt06tvUxdV6UDmYV4D7nPnsVThFy5cD&index=27  

and by Douglas Carswell here... http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/11210662/Britain-doesnt-

need-to-be-in-Europe-to-strike-important-trade-deals.html  

 

Kind regards 

  

Mike Hookem MEP and Jane Collins MEP 
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